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ABSTRACT: Plasmonic nanostructures are intensely investigated as sensors due to their high sensitivity to changes in
their nearest dielectric environment. However, additional steps
have to be taken to provide speciﬁcity for a particular analyte.
Here, gold nanoantennas are coated with a thin layer of a
boronic acid functionalized hydrogel, which reversibly swells in
the presence of glucose. This process is especially sensitive to
low glucose concentrations and allows for measurement of
values in the physiological millimolar range. The boronic acid is highly speciﬁc to glucose, and large molecules, such as proteins,
which could cause possible disturbances to the measurements, are successfully blocked from the plasmonic sensing volume by the
hydrogel ﬁlm. Our concept is thus suited to detect physiological glucose levels in the tear liquid under the presence of ambient
proteins using functionalized plasmonic sensors on contact lenses at eyesafe wavelengths for optical readout.
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molecules can be detected. The fact that this is a very
diminutive refractive index change can to some extent be
overcome as it is conﬁned to the region with the highest ﬁeld
enhancement. Depending on the molecules, the analyte binding
process may be permanent and, hence, the sensor can be used
only once. In the realm of biological sensing, immobilized
antibodies are a widely used technique to bind the respective
antigens to the sensor surface for detection.16 For more general
chemical sensing, direct functionalization, self-assembled
monolayers with functional end groups, or embedding
plasmonic structures in thin layers of chemically reactive
materials are applicable methods.17−22 Moreover, the vibrational signals of molecules in the infrared ﬁngerprint region can
be used by surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)
spectroscopy to identify a broad range of substances, while still
taking advantage of the enhanced electromagnetic ﬁelds of
plasmonic nanoantennas.23 Similarly, Raman spectroscopy can
beneﬁt from plasmonically enhanced surfaces and also allow for
speciﬁc detection of analytes.24
Among the many possible sensor designs, one class of
nonplasmonic sensor concepts that has been signiﬁcantly
developed is based on hydrogels, which are hydrophilic crosslinked polymer networks soaked with water. Hydrogels are
used in applications ranging from contact lenses to drug
delivery and biosensing. Hydrogels can be functionalized to
respond to changes in temperature, pH, ionic strength, metal
ions, antigens, and the presence of a number of biomole-

n the past few years, a variety of plasmonic metal
nanostructures has been investigated with respect to
application as sensors based on localized surface plasmon
resonances (LSPR). Many groups studied holes in metal ﬁlms,
nanoantennas, and arrangements of particles, exhibiting Fanoresonances or chiral properties to exploit the large sensitivity,
small sensing volumes, and high integration density provided by
such systems.1−11 Others focused on fabrication methods to
generate high quality, large area arrays, for example, nanosphere
lithography, nanoimprint lithography, or nanostencil lithography.12−14 Additional parameters, such as eﬃcient delivery of
analytes to the sensor, have also been subject to optimization.15
As known from experiments, the exact optical properties, such
as the resonance positions, depend strongly on the dielectric
vicinity of the metal structures. Since the dielectric function is,
however, inﬂuenced by almost any change in the surrounding
material, an additional component is needed to provide
selectivity.
Independent of the structure in use, it is always a challenge to
limit the otherwise very general response, which includes all
changes in the eﬀective refractive index of the environment, to a
preferably single desired analyte. One established method is to
directly attach selected molecules to the metal, e. g. to gold via a
thiol group, which will in turn bind the desired analyte
molecules and cause the change in the environment of the
antennas. In experiments, the analyte solution is guided to the
sensitive area and allowed to react for a speciﬁc duration, before
ﬂushing the sample with a clean solution to wash away
everything that is not bound to the gold structures.
Subsequently, the resonance shift caused by the few additional
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intended to exhibit a resonance in an “eye-safe” wavelength
regime, but not further to the infrared to avoid stronger
absorption by the water ﬁlm. For future experiments, EIT-type
or Fano resonances with narrow spectral line width and even
higher sensitivity, yet more complex shapes, could also be
considered.34
The hydrogel is a cross-linked hydrophilic polymer which is
swollen with water. Several sites in the polymer chains are
replaced with a phenylboronic acid. This acid forms a negatively
charged complex with 1,2-cis-diols, such as glucose, which
subsequently leads to an inﬂux of water into the hydrogel. As
the hydrogel swells, the ratio of polymer to water in the gel
changes, and thus the gel’s eﬀective refractive index changes.
This refractive index change can be observed as a shift in the
plasmon resonance (Figure 1a). To eﬀectively use the
enhanced near-ﬁelds around the gold antennas, but at the
same time keep the hydrogel thin enough to allow for fast
diﬀusion processes and thus for reasonable response times, the
polymer layer was fabricated with a thickness of 1 μm following
the procedures provided in the Experimental Section.
To investigate not just the total resonance shift, but also its
temporal behavior, a spectrum was taken every 30 s during a
measurement series with glucose concentrations from 0 to 100
mM. The resonance position, evaluated by a centroid detection
method (cf. Experimental Section), exhibits distinct shifts for
every concentration step up to 50 mM, when plotted over time
(Figure 2).

cules.25−32 The response, typically a reversible volume change
of the gel, can then be read out as the sensor signal.
In our approach, we combine the high sensitivity of
plasmonic nanoantennas with the advantages provided by a
functionalization layer of a hydrogel. This combination
provides speciﬁcity for glucose, even in the presence of large
proteins, and response to glucose is reversible. However, it is
important to note that our sensor concept is not limited to
glucose, but can be adapted without any restrictions to many
diﬀerent analytes by choosing the appropriate hydrogel.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We fabricated gold nanoantennas on a glass substrate which
provide resonances in the near-infrared spectral region (Figure
1b) and covered them with a thin layer of a hydrogel similar to
the recipe used by Lee et al.33 Preparation details are given in
the Experimental Section. The simple nanostructure was
chosen due to its easy tunability with respect to resonance
wavelength and resonance strength and its reliable, reproducible, and fast fabrication. The dimensions arise from a design

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the resonance position (determined
by its centroid wavelength) for varying glucose concentrations in the
analyte solution from 0 to 100 mM.

Extracting the equilibrium positions of the centroid wavelength for all concentrations from the time trace in Figure 2
yields the expected saturation behavior (Figure 3a), as the
majority of the boronic acid functionalities in the hydrogel
become bound to glucose. When compared to the same glucose
concentrations measured on a plasmonic substrate without the
hydrogel ﬁlm, the hydrogel clearly exhibits a much better
response to low concentrations. On the bare gold antennas, the
refractive index is changed by just the additional glucose
molecules in the solution, which leads to only a small signal. In
the case of the hydrogel covered antennas, the increasing water
content and the relatively high diﬀerence in the refractive
indices of water and the polymer induce a much more
pronounced change. The large shifts for low glucose
concentrations, including the physiological range, support the

Figure 1. (a) Schematic layout and sensor principle. The plasmonic
structures are covered with a 1 μm layer of a hydrogel. Tailored
functionalization with a phenylboronic acid causes the hydrogel to
swell in the presence of glucose molecules. The resulting change in its
eﬀective refractive index leads to a detectable shift at the antenna’s
resonance. (b) Exemplary spectrum of the hydrogel covered antennas
with illustration of the threshold and corresponding centroid
wavelength used for tracking the resonance shift. The inset depicts a
representative SEM picture of the fabricated gold nanostructures
before hydrogel application.
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estimated. Calculating the mean absolute deviation of the
measurement data from the exponential ﬁts to Figure 2 gives a
noise level for the spectral shift as low as 0.1 nm. Linear
extrapolation of the values for 2.5 and 1 mM glucose relates to
a concentration of 0.05 mM at 0.1 nm shift. Hence, the
approximated limit of detection is a concentration of 50 μM.
Another advantage of this chemistry is the reversibility of all
the sensing processes. Since the reaction between glucose and
the phenylboronic acid quickly reaches a dynamic equilibrium
and water can get in and out of the hydrogel freely, changes in
the glucose concentration in the overlying ﬂuid quickly result in
changes in the water content of the hydrogel. The polymer
itself is tightly bound to the substrate, and the gold antennas are
not part of any chemical processes, so the sensors are stable.
Hence, the plasmonic resonance wavelength reversibly shifts
back to the original value (Figure 4). In the measurement, two

Figure 3. (a) Centroid wavelength shift Δλ displays the expected
saturation as all functionalized sites in the hydrogel become occupied
by glucose molecules. In the low concentration regime, the hydrogel
exhibits a distinct signal compared to the shift on bare gold structures.
(b) Response times, as obtained from exponential ﬁts to Figure 2, are
high for low concentrations and decrease when more water in the
polymer allows for faster diﬀusion processes at high concentrations.

Figure 4. All involved processes are reversible and allow for
continuous measurements, without any ﬂushing or regeneration
between diﬀerent concentrations. After two cycles with varying
glucose contentrations between 2.5 and 25 mM, the centroid position
shifts back to its initial value.

possible application of the sensor for human blood glucose
levels. For optimization purposes or other applications, the
sensing range can be adapted by smart engineering of the
polymer.35
Figure 2 indicates that the sensor response time diﬀers for
varying concentrations. Therefore, exponential decay curves
were ﬁtted to the particular sections of the time trace
corresponding to every single glucose concentration. The
sudden oﬀset of 0.24 nm after 95 min, attributed to an external
disturbance, was compensated for the ﬁt. Figure 3b shows the
resulting half-life values, which exhibit a trend inverse to the
shift. This can be explained by considering the hydrogel water
content in the equilibrium state for varying glucose
concentrations. For low values, the polymer contains just a
small amount of water, limiting the rate of diﬀusion of glucose
molecules into the ﬁlm. If there already is some glucose, and
hence water, present in the polymer, the transport of new
glucose molecules can take place much faster. To overcome this
issue, a preswollen hydrogel could be used to particularly favor
the important range of small concentration values, yet, at the
expense of the detectable maximum range.
As one is generally able to detect shifts when they exceed the
noise of the measurement, the current detection limit can be

full cycles with glucose concentrations ranging between 2.5 and
25 mM could be achieved, without any ﬂushing or regeneration
steps needed in-between. The still visible slight redshift in the
second cycle has to be included in investigations regarding
long-term stability of the sensor. As a redshift of the resonance
corresponds to an increasing refractive index, disintegration or
delamination of the polymer layer can already be excluded at
this point.
In more application-related environments, proteins are one
of the main issues a sensor of this type will need to deal with.
To simulate such a less clean sensing environment, we
intentionally contaminated our analyte solutions with 0.5 mM
albumin. This protein has a molecular weight of approximately
66 kDa, and is also present in the human organism at similar
concentrations. For safety reasons, bovine serum albumin
(BSA) was used in the experiments. To demonstrate the
speciﬁcity of the hydrogel layer, measurements were carried out
on two otherwise identical samples, with just one of them
coated with the hydrogel ﬁlm. Due to the small glucose signal
on the bare gold antennas (see Figure 3), the glucose
concentrations in the analyte solutions were increased by a
factor of 4 for the experiment on the respective sample, so that
clear visibility of the single steps is maintained.
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detecting the changes via investigation of the plasmon
resonance shift, a clear signal is revealed in comparison to
the changes induced by the glucose molecules alone. This
allows for concentrations in the physiological range to be
measured. Furthermore, the temporal behavior of the system
was analyzed as well as the reversibility of the process. The
inﬂuence of proteins on the measurement was studied, with the
results suggesting the polymer is able to suppress negative
eﬀects.
Similar types of experiments have been carried out using
other techniques, for example, surface plasmon resonance
spectroscopy (SPR) or quartz crystal microbalances
(QCM).36−38 While the examined sensing ranges are mostly
comparable, our concept provides the additional beneﬁt of a
simple contactless optical setup, a sensing area down to the
single particle level, and the inherent ﬁltering properties of the
hydrogel. QCM measurements, however, are not noninvasive,
and SPR measurements depend crucially on the incidence angle
of light. Localized plasmons, as in our setup, display the
required angle insensitivity required for tear liquid measurements on an eye.
The biocompatibility of the hydrogel and gold nanostructures also encourages a future application in medical devices,
such as purely passive contact lenses (which are often hydrogelbased) for noninvasive glucose sensing in the tear liquid. For
this purpose, a phenylboronic acid even more speciﬁcally
reacting with glucose at physiological pH values, such as
presented by Alexeev et al., could be used.39
In summary, the combination of plasmonic structures with
functionalized hydrogels appears to provide an interesting
paradigm for biosensing and extends the pool of options to
adapt plasmonic sensors to the needs of diﬀerent applications.

Without the hydrogel layer, the bulky protein molecules, as
expected, produce a large shift in the signal (Figure 5a).

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), ethylene
glycol dimethacrylate (EGDM), Irgacure 651 photoinitiator
(IR-651), methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPMS), (tridecaﬂuoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) dimethylchlorosilane
(FDCS), 2-(cyclohexylamino)ethanesulfonic acid (CHES), 3aminophenylboronic acid (APBA), and bovine serum albumin
(BSA) were used as received. N-3-Acrylamidophenylboronic
acid (AAPBA) was synthesized according to the procedure of
Li et al.40 A 2.6% (w/v) aqueous suspension of Polysciences
Polybead Microspheres with a diameter of 1.025 μm was
diluted with ethanol to be used for spin-coating. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer kit was ordered from
VWR International.
Nanostructure Fabrication. Samples were prepared on 10
× 10 × 0.5 mm3 glass slides. After cleaning with acetone and
isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath, a standard electron beam
lithography process with positive resist (PMMA) was used for
the nanostructure fabrication. Three 100 × 100 μm2 arrays of
nanoantennas, with a length of 310 nm, a width of 60 nm, and a
periodicity of 700 nm in each direction, were written at the
center of the substrate. Following the exposure, the resist was
developed and a 2 nm Cr adhesion layer was evaporated before
a 40 nm ﬁlm of gold. A subsequent lift-oﬀ procedure removed
the unexposed resist and thus the gold in the areas around the
structures. To get rid of any residual PMMA the samples were
treated with oxygen plasma (Technics 100-E Plasma System) at
an oxygen pressure of 1 Torr and a power of 250 W for 3 min,
and ﬁnally rinsed with acetone and isopropanol.

Figure 5. (a) Without the hydrogel ﬁlm, the large and sticky (BSA)
proteins cause a large shift (transition regions I to II), which does not
recover when returning to clean glucose solutions (region III). (b) By
adding a 1 μm layer of hydrogel on top of the gold nanoantennas, the
proteins can be kept out of the sensitive region around the plasmonic
structures and glucose concentrations can be detected without major
disturbances.

Although the concentration of BSA is much lower than that of
glucose (0.5 mM compared to 10−100 mM), the signal
induced by the protein exceeds the shift caused by glucose
because of the ratio of about 370:1 of their molecular weights.
Furthermore, the sticky protein covers the plasmonic structures
and prevents the resonance from returning to is initial position
when changing back to pristine solutions without BSA. The
hydrogel, in contrast, prevents the macromolecules from
entering the sensitive area around the gold antennas and is
still able to expand and contract as the glucose concentration
changes to allow for clear readings of the injected glucose
concentrations.

■

CONCLUSIONS
A layer of functionalized hydrogel is used to coat an array of
gold nanoantennas to provide a plasmonic sensor for glucose
molecules. The hydrogel polymer contains a phenylboronic
acid, which reacts with the glucose molecules and leads to an
eﬀective refractive index change of the hydrogel due to the
resultant increase in the water content of the hydrogel. When
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measurements for normalization were taken prior to every
single sample measurement at a point next to the gold
nanoantennas, that is, through cell, hydrogel ﬁlm, and substrate.
To evaluate the shifts in our spectra, we used an algorithm
similar to the method introduced by Dahlin et al.41 Instead of
just tracking the minimum of the resonance, which is severely
susceptible to noise and ﬂuctuations, we calculate the centroid
of the area enclosed by the resonance curve and a horizontal
line given by a threshold value. This value was set once per
measurement series and was deﬁned by Tthreshold = Tmin + ΔT,
with ΔT ≈ 0.1 in absolute transmittance units, and Tmin being
the transmittance minimum of the reference spectrum.

To verify the manufacturing process, one of a batch of
samples was imaged with a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron
microscope (SEM).
Hydrogel. Substrates with already fabricated gold antennas
on top were submerged in 2 mM MPMS in toluene overnight,
to introduce acrylate groups to the surface. Another set of glass
slides was treated in a 2 mM solution of FDCS in chloroform
during the same time to render them hydrophobic for their
subsequent application as covers in the polymerization process.
All slides were rinsed with isopropanol afterward. Prior to this
treatment, the surface of the covers was roughened using ﬁne
grinding powder, to avoid thin ﬁlm interferences in the
spectroscopic investigations of the ﬁnal hydrogel layer.
A mixture of HEMA (458 mg), EGDM (7.5 mg), AAPBA
(45.35 mg), and IR-651 (19.7 mg) was prepared and slightly
shaken until all ingredients were fully dissolved.
Polystyrene beads were spin-coated onto the samples at 2000
rpm to serve as a spacer. Afterward, a small drop of the
monomer solution was pipetted to the center of the substrate
and covered with one of the top slides. Gentle movement of the
cover under light pressure using the ﬁnger tip made the excess
liquid to leak from the sides. Two clamps sustained the pressure
and kept everything in place while the polymerization was
initiated and allowed to continue for 15 min under UV light.
The cover was then demounted, and the cured polymer was
removed everywhere, except from a 1.5 × 0.5 mm2 area above
the gold nanoantennas. This had to be done manually with the
help of a razor blade and microscope. Finally, the glass regions
of the sample were again cleaned with isopropanol.
Measurements. For the measurements we used a custommade three layer microﬂuidic cell. The sample holder was
designed as an adapter for the spectrometer, with an indent for
the substrates to be ﬂush with its surface. A 3 mm layer of
PDMS deﬁned the microﬂuidic system and sealed it in
combination with the sample’s glass surface. This rubber-like
slice featured a 70 μm thick channel with inlet and outlet tubing
on its ends directly cast into the silicone. The respective mold
was fabricated through optical lithography in MicroChem SU-8
2025 resist on a silicon wafer.
Buﬀer solution for all measurements was prepared by mixing
CHES (1.555 g) and NaCl (0.707 g) in 75 mL of DI water.
Monitoring the changes with a pH-meter, 1 M NaOH was
added until it reached pH 9.0 and the solution was ﬁlled up to
100 mL. In case of the studies with proteins, 3.3 g of BSA was
added to the buﬀer solution.
For analyte solutions, 180.16 mg of D(+)-glucose was
dissolved in 5 mL of buﬀer solution, subsequently extending it
to 10 mL to form a 100 mM glucose solution. All other
concentrations, namely, 50, 25, 10, 5, 2.5, and 1 mM, were
obtained by serial dilution.
Fresh and dry samples were installed into the microﬂuidic
cell and ﬂushed overnight with the ﬁrst analyte solution to be
measured. A constant ﬂow of about 30 μL/min was ensured by
placing a reservoir ∼20 cm above and the outlet in a beaker
∼20 cm below the cell.
Transmittance spectra were recorded using a Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 80), extended
by an infrared microscope (Bruker Hyperion 2000). Appropriate for the spectral region, we choose a CaF2 beam splitter
and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride
(MCT) detector in the setup. Additionally, an infrared polarizer
set the polarization of the incident light, and an aperture
conﬁned the beam to a ∼120 × 120 μm2 area. Reference
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